
Style 202: Body Proportion 
 

Understanding your body proportion  will help you create visual balance. When 
we see something that is balanced we feel calm and we consider it more 
attractive. 

 

Creating balance by understanding your proportions will help you determine the 
lengths of tops, jackets and skirts, and choosing the best shoes for you. 

 

This week we continue to add to our knowledge of how to create a wonderful 
working wardrobe.  Use the next 7 months as your playground, to really start 

using this material and applying it to your own existing wardrobe. 

 

C’mon  - let’s jump into Week 22’s exploration on body proportion! 



Body Proportions 

Understanding body proportions helps you 
visually balance your body by creating  the illusion 
of an evenly proportioned body. 

 
“Fashion is architecture: it 
is a matter of proportions”. 
Coco Chanel 



Body Proportions 

Leonardo Da Vinci developed a theory that the balanced 
human is 8 head lengths tall (though most women aren't, 
but clothing ranges are developed upon this assumption) 
and that the body is broken down into the following equal 
measurements. 
 
1. Head length (top of head to chin) 
2. bottom of chin to nipple (mid bust) 
3. mid bust to navel (narrowest part of the waist) 
4. navel to leg break (this is where the leg bends up at the hip, where 

you will see majority of trouser creasing, and is just above the crotch) 

5. leg break to mid thigh 

6. mid thigh to mid knee 

7. mid knee to mid calf 
8. mid calf to foot 
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How to figure out your proportions 

• Take a tape measure and visually measure (straight line,  not curving the tape 
measure over your bumps) each of these 8 sections.  Note on the illustration 
where you are longer and shorter. 

 
• Measure in head lengths, so say your head (top-of-head to chin) is around 8” 

long, then use this as your guide for each section. 
 
• When a section is either longer or shorter, don’t keep going from that point; 

instead measure each section from where it is marked on the chart:   E.g.: If 
you are long from chin to mid-bust, for the next measurement take the tape 
measure down to mid-bust to measure from there to waist;  then move it again 
if this is not balanced. 

 
• The most important measurements – and you can just skip to here if you like – 

are (a) from top of head to leg break (that’s where your leg bends up and you 
get creases on your trousers) and (b) leg break to the floor.  Which is longer, 
top or bottom half?  Use that information to apply to the following pages. 



Shorter body, longer legs 
Goal is to provide a sense of proportion/balance by lengthening the torso 

• Skim over your waist and end tops no shorter than the hip 
bone.   

• Avoid multiple layers of tops.  Instead, make sure your top 
layer ends at the same point or longer than your under 
layers. 

• Don't tuck.  If you are very slim you can belt with a narrow 
belt at the waist.  Otherwise if you wish to belt make it a 
hip belt. 

• Mid-rise or low-rise jeans and pants are best for you, avoid 
high waist garments as they will further shorten your body. 

• If you have slim legs, feel free to look for interesting pocket 
detail on skirts and trousers.   

• Skirts can have pattern, or other detail such as ruffles or 
braiding at the hem.   

• Shoes can be low or high vamp.  You will have an easier 
time of carrying off a flat shoe than your shorter legged 
friends. 



Shorter body, longer legs (continued) 
Goal is to provide a sense of proportion/balance by lengthening the torso 

• Empire waist tops and dresses will skim over the shortest 
part of your torso, creating a slimming and lengthening 
effect. 

• Avoid belting at the waist as this will further shorten your 
torso.  If you want to wear a belt, belt at the hip as this will 
give the illusion of more length to your torso region.  Don’t 
wear belts that contrast with your top colour. 

• Avoid skirts and dresses that gather at the waist, as these 
add bulk to your short waist.  Be careful with pleated skirts 
for the same reason. 

• End tops around your hip bone or a little longer – this will 
give a lengthening effect through your torso. 

• Look for tops, cardigans and jackets that don’t have any 
detail or pockets around the waist area to avoid drawing 
attention to your lack of waist. 

http://www.polyvore.com/top_tips_to_dressing_short/set?.embedder=462019&.mid=embed&id=36282034


Longer body, shorter legs 
Goal is to provide a sense of proportion/balance by lengthening the legs 

 
• If you're long in the chin to mid bust point (and this is very 

common) avoid strapless or spaghetti straps as you will appear to 
have a very low bust line.   

• A well fitting bra that keeps 'the girls' up high is a must, as it will 
give you the appearance of a longer, slimmer waist. 

• If you're long from mid-bust to waist, avoid empire lines as they 
further elongate your body.   

• Wide belts are usually really flattering for your body, they will 
break up this long proportion and draw attention to your smaller 
waist.   

• Wear higher waisted garments.  Avoid low-rise trousers and 
jeans.  Look for tops with ruffles, pattern or detail through to 
distract if you feel very long through this proportion. 

• If you are long in the rise (that's the crotch to waist) 
measurement, don't wear waistbands on your natural waist as 
you will appear unnaturally long in this measurement.  Instead 
opt for mid-rise pants and tops that end around your hip bone.  



Longer body, shorter legs (continued) 
Goal is to provide a sense of proportion/balance by lengthening the legs 
 

• As a longer bodied person, avoid ending tops at or past your leg 
break, keep them shorter to the hip bone, or for longer line 
jackets, down to just above the knee. 

• You can layer two tops if one is cropped. 
• To elongate your legs, wear pants with no cuffs and avoid 

pocket detail.   Look for vertical creases, seams and pattern 
(such as pin stripes).   

• Match shoes to pants, and wear your pants as long as possible.   
• If you like heels, they'll add length and balance to your body, 

but they are by no means compulsory! 
• For skirts, keep them around the knee (just above or just below, 

depending on your legs and knees). 
• Knee high boots are great in winter, and nude shoes and sandals 

are perfect in summer.  Low vamps on shoes will add extra 
inches to your legs. 



Balanced with short mid-body 

• Since you have a long décolletage, play it up!  Wear 
great jewellery, or put interesting detail and necklines 
on to draw attention to it. 

• As you have longer calves, draw attention to your feet 
with fabulous shoes.  

• Skirt hems can be detailed to draw the eye to this 
longer proportion.  

• Keep skirts and dresses around knee length to make 
your legs look longer. 

• Keep your shorter mid-body clear of detail. Avoid 
wide belts.  

• Use empire waist garments to create the illusion of a 
longer waist. 



Flattering top lengths 

Building on last week’s lesson on body shape, we’re going 
to combine that with some body variation input to tell 
you the most flattering lengths and shapes for tops, 
cardigans and jackets.  First – tops: 
 
• If you are an A, H or X body shape (wider hips/thighs 

than waist) , end your top around your hip bone (the 
bone that juts out at the front). 

• If you are a V, I or O body shape (proportionally narrow 
hips/thighs) , end either at the hip bone or lower down 
onto the thighs. 

• If you are an 8 shape end tops at either your waist if it’s 
narrower (so follow rules for A, H and X) or down lower 
on your thighs (as per O). 

• Don’t forget the principles of volume – if you’re 
wearing a longer more voluminous top, then your 
bottoms need to be slimmer and fitted. 

 

http://www.polyvore.com/where_to_end_tops/set?.embedder=462019&.mid=embed&id=24193524
http://www.polyvore.com/where_to_end_tops/set?.embedder=462019&.mid=embed&id=24193524
http://www.polyvore.com/where_to_end_tops/set?.embedder=462019&.mid=embed&id=24193524


Flattering cardigans 

• The stripy cardigan is great for I shapes as is the white 
cardigan with black waist detail will give you shape. 

• The grey /feather neckline cardigan is great for 8, X and 
A shapes to highlight their waists with a belt. 

• The peach cardigan is for A and 8 shapes with narrower 
shoulders - balance hips and draws attention to waists. 

• The red and grey cardigans are for O, Hs and Vs. The 
long open line creates flattering verticals to elongate. 

• The long peach cardigan is great for Xs, 8s and As, the 
tie at the waist highlights the waist, the longer length 
camouflages the rear. 

• As and 8s with narrower shoulders will look great in the 
white cardigan with shoulder detail. 

• The green and grey cardigans are great for smaller 
busted women as the high necklines will flatter. 

• The soft purple cardigan works for Hs and As, as does 
the red cardigan with ruffle detail. 

 

http://www.polyvore.com/choosing_cardigans/set?.embedder=462019&.mid=embed&id=21261506


Flattering coat lengths 

• The basic principle is this: longer coats work best on 
longer people, shorter coats on shorter people.  

• Short coats are great for the petite, as well as average 
height women or for climates that don’t get too chilly 
and you don’t need to cover up completely.  They also 
work for spring/autumn weather in colder climates. 

• Medium length (mid-thigh) coats are good for the more 
petite or where you want more length for warmth.   

• A 3/4 length coat (one that is just above the knee) is 
flattering for most people of average height.  If you’re 
petite, a slightly shorter (medium length) coat is usually 
more flattering. 

• Long coats – 7/8th or longer than knee length are best 
for those 5’6″ and over and are best when shaped at 
the waist (not necessarily belted) to create a flattering 
silhouette. 

 

http://www.polyvore.com/choosing_coats/set?.mid=embed&id=12913914


Wrap Up: Body Proportion 
 
We hope you had some fun and 
learned lots with Week 22’s 
exploration on body proportion! 
 
The Week 22 lesson and Resource 
builds on last week’s on Body 
Shapes – the jigsaw puzzle should 
be starting to fill out! 
 
The following page has some 
reflection questions for this week – 
use it or your MYWCS journal to 
capture where you are now. 
 



Questions to ponder 
 

What have I learned this week, that has added to my knowledge and confidence? 

What am I still interested to learn about? 

We’ll finish our exploration of style and shape next week! 



Fashion Fit Formula 
 

If you want to take ALL the guesswork out of understanding your body proportions, 
then try Fashion Fit Formula.  
 
Fashion Fit Formula is the creation of Janet Wood, who came up with a precise 
mathematical formula for understanding the body’s proportions.  With her 
business partner, Kathy McFadden, they have measured over 100,000 women - 
only 22 women had ‘perfect’ proportions. 
 
The Fashion Fit Formula requires that you take 12 measurements (there’s a video 

which shows you how or if you live in the United States or Canada you can have a FFF 

consultant come measure you for a few extra dollars).  Your measurements are then 
computed and you receive a report, detailing the measurements you need to 
create your best looks.  
 
Learn more by clicking here – please note that this is a referral link. 

http://www.fashionfitformula.com/ORDERS/products.php?g=13

